MOBILIZING THE TROOPS MEANS, SOONER OR LATER, WAR IS EXPECTED…
May 16, 2022 – Appearing in Daily Kos
This is my first contribution on this platform. I joined to offer a no-nonsense perspective
on where, as a country, we are, and how we got here. As a rule, I intend to focus upon
key and current issues.
I hesitated to open with the SCOTUS revelation regarding ROE v. WADE, as it is such a
multi-faceted matter. However, I will try to stay focused on the fundamental issues.
Most important is to begin this discussion with the understanding that the anti-abortion
commotion is fed and directed by a particular group for the purpose of gaining political
control.
We know that the FEDERALIST SOCIETY, from which is drawn all the recent
Republican SCOTUS nominees to the court, promotes itself as being committed to a
strict verbatim interpretation of the Constitution.
Like many other false-flag movements since the Reagan era, this position is another
smoke-screen to promote the supremacy of Liberty (read: private ownership) * over
community or social equality. Certainly, the men (and it is men) who fund this society
don't give a rat's bottom about unborn fetuses. Their interest has been always upholding
the right to private property and privatization of all resources in opposition to the notion
of the commonwealth.
Contradictions -- and hypocrisy -- are rife:
Posing as moral champions of the unborn's right to life, they stray from their support of
liberty and privacy rights for women. But only for this one digression (convenient in that
it fires up the Christian right, whom the FEDERALIST SOCIETY's billionaire corporate
paymasters dearly wish to mobilize in their support).
They return to their proclaimed position that the Constitution intends no government
support for social programs that would help the child survive after it is born.
And all in face of the fact that ROE v. WADE was decided principally upon the right of
privacy. Therefore, their position directly contradicts their hard held belief in the
supremacy of liberty.
Apparently, hypocrisy is permitted under the Constitution, as long as it mobilizes citizens
that are struggling to make sense of our evolving society. Rather than work with more
progressive minds to come to a consensus on how to bring our country’s troubled souls
into the 21st Century, they prey on them, and confuse them, to mobilize them and grab
their votes for appointed "conservative" mouthpieces. Representatives who will, in turn,

oppose all socially beneficial movement and maintain the right to privatize our water, air
and minds.
I see a problem for these monsters, however.
It is this mobilization that has yielded them power. The mobilization of working people
who have lost the American dream. The call to war to the morally troubled Americans
who fear the evolution of culture away from Leave it to Beaver America, along with -- to
many -- the frightening advance of technology and science.
However, mobilization is not the war.
Now that this call to crusade has borne fruit, and they are poised to declare and win the
Pro Life/Pro Choice war, I sense the Men Behind the Curtain are concerned that an actual
war and the coming victory will change the political landscape. I am reminded how the
election of A. Lincoln in 1860 drove the slave states to see separation as the only
alternative, giving up on holding America together.
It is the mobilization for war against abortion -- not the war itself -- that gives the modern
Neo-conservative such power. We already see two regimes emerging. Once abortion is
removed on the national level through a court decision, will we have something like slave
and free states in 1860?
There is little PRO-LIFE states will be able to do -- save unenforceable mandates -- to
project the 'right wing' mandate on PRO CHOICE states. And such a move will further
point out the Federalist hypocrisy... Remember, states' rights is an over-riding tenet of
the FEDERALIST SOCIETY and their billionaire backers.
Almost immediately, for the religious "base", the victory will become hollow.
I suggest that this is just a first step in a protracted struggle. And it may offer true
Progressives an opportunity to undue much of the harm done since Reagan's handlers
began undoing the New Deal forty years ago.
Clarity of what is really happening, and who the man behind the curtain is, will serve us
well in the coming struggle.
— End
** I encourage readers to look deeper into the two, often contradictory, goals of the
Declaration of Independence and the US Constitution. My website,
drawingthecurtain.com offers in depth analysis of the matter.
For the purposes of this article, please know it is accepted historical fact that when the

founding fathers wrote and spoke of Liberty, they meant the freedom and right to own
property. A right often denied by powers in Europe.
The Federalist Society somehow misses the founders’ words “All men are created
equal...” in the DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE; and that the CONSTITUTION
lists “… establish Justice,” and “...promote the general Welfare...”, as principal purposes.

